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Summary 30 

 31 

Background: Temperature and rainfall patterns are known to influence dengue seasonality. However, the impact 32 

of extreme drought or extremely wet conditions on the timing and intensity of dengue epidemics is poorly 33 

understood. In this study, we quantify the non-linear and delayed effects of hydrometeorological extremes on 34 

dengue risk along an urban gradient in Brazil. 35 

 36 

Methods: We coupled distributed lag non-linear models with a space-time Bayesian model framework to 37 

understand the exposure-lag-response association between dengue relative risk and a drought severity index. We 38 

fit the model to monthly dengue case data for the 558 microregions of Brazil between 2001-2019, accounting for 39 

unobserved confounding factors, spatial autocorrelation, seasonality, and interannual variability. We assessed the 40 

variation in relative risk along an urban gradient through an interaction between the drought severity index and 41 

urbanisation. We also examined the impact of hydrometeorological extremes on dengue risk in areas experiencing 42 

a high frequency of water supply shortages.  43 

 44 

Findings: Extremely wet conditions increased dengue relative risk in the same month and up to three months later 45 

while drought conditions increased the risk three to five months later. Including a linear interaction between the 46 

drought severity index and level of urbanisation improved the model fit and showed the risk of dengue was greater 47 

in more rural areas during extremely wet conditions but greater in highly urbanised areas following extreme 48 

drought. We also found the dengue risk following extreme drought was greater in areas experiencing a higher 49 

frequency of water supply shortages.  50 

 51 

Interpretation: Our study shows that both extremely wet conditions and extreme drought can increase dengue 52 

relative risk with different delays. The risk associated with extremely wet conditions was higher in more rural 53 

areas, while the risk associated with extreme drought is exacerbated in highly urbanized areas, which suffer from 54 

water shortages and intermittent water supply during droughts. This has implications for targeting mosquito 55 

control activities in poorly serviced urban areas, not only during the wet and warm season, but also during drought 56 

periods.  57 

 58 

Funding: Royal Society, MRC, Wellcome Trust, NIH, FAPERJ, CNPq.  59 
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Research in context 60 
 61 

Evidence before this study 62 

Temperature and rainfall are known to influence the magnitude and seasonality of dengue transmission in regions 63 

where the disease is endemic. However, the timeframes in which extreme hydrometeorological events, such as 64 

droughts and extremely wet conditions, might alter the timing and intensity of dengue epidemics is poorly 65 

understood. Several drought severity indices have been developed by the meteorological community, assimilating 66 

data on rainfall and other water supply indicators. However, their potential use in dengue control and preparedness 67 

plans has been little explored. We searched PubMed on 15 Oct 2020, using the terms “dengue”, “drought”, 68 

“model”. We found only one study that had used a drought indicator in a dengue prediction model and quantified 69 

the delayed impact of drought on dengue risk in an island setting.  70 

 71 

Added value of this study 72 

We found that extreme drought was associated with an increase in dengue risk in Brazil three to five months later, 73 

while extremely wet conditions increase the risk within a shorter timeframe of up to three months later. This study 74 

confirms that initial findings from Barbados related to the delayed and nonlinear impact of hydrometeorological 75 

extremes on dengue risk are robust across a large gradient of climate and urbanisation conditions across Brazil. 76 

Densely populated urban areas that suffer interrupted water supply during periods of water scarcity are more 77 

vulnerable to dengue outbreaks following drought conditions. The impact of extremely wet conditions on dengue 78 

risk is more immediate and exacerbated in rural areas, predominantly in the Amazon region.  79 

 80 

Implications of all the available evidence 81 

These findings raise awareness of the importance of targeting mosquito control activities in urban areas with 82 

intermittent water supply, not only during the warm, rainy season but also during intense drought periods. In the 83 

short term, a community effort is required to ensure improvised water storage containers do not serve as additional 84 

larval habitats in drought periods. During wet periods, outdoor water recipients, including discarded waste should 85 

be kept to a minimum. In the longer term, governments must invest in local infrastructure to ensure permanent 86 

water supply and promote environmental hygiene in areas prone to dengue and other mosquito-borne disease 87 

epidemics. 88 

 89 

Keywords: dengue; climate; drought; hydrometeorological extremes; socio-economic; urban; rural; Bayesian 90 

model; distributed lag nonlinear model  91 
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Introduction 92 

Dengue fever is an arboviral infection, considered one of the top 10 threats to global health.1 Dengue is caused by 93 

four distinct dengue virus serotypes (DENV 1–4), which are transmitted to humans by Aedes spp. mosquitoes.2 94 

Most of Brazil is endemic to all four dengue serotypes and has experienced explosive epidemics in recent years 95 

with over 1.5 million notified cases in 2019, an increase of 645% compared to 2018.3 Dengue transmission is 96 

expanding beyond previous boundaries to regions further south, higher altitude cities, such as Brasilia (the country 97 

capital), and into remote regions of the Amazon encouraged by environmental change, improved connectivity 98 

between regions, and increased urbanisation.4,5   99 

 100 

Local living conditions, such as population density, human mobility, and sanitation are important collective risk 101 

factors. Poor sanitation conditions such as inadequate water supply and refuse collection services encourage 102 

mosquito breeding sites.6 The distribution of the main vector species Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus are 103 

widespread across the country. Ae. aegypti is found predominantly in urban settings, breeding in artificial 104 

containers in and around the home, while Ae. albopictus is more commonly found in rural and peri-urban settings.7 105 

Recent studies have shown the geographical limits of Ae. aegypti are expanding into rural and peri-urban areas 106 

across Latin America.8,9  107 

 108 

Variations in temperature and rainfall are thought to contribute to the magnitude and seasonality of dengue 109 

transmission.10 In Brazil, large outbreaks are typically observed after wet and warm periods, particularly in 110 

densely populated urban areas. Ambient temperatures impact dengue transmission by affecting mosquito 111 

development rates, reproduction, survival, biting rates, and viral replication in the mosquito, with warmer 112 

temperatures increasing the risk of disease transmission up to an optimum mean temperature range of 26 - 29C, 113 

depending on the vector species.11  114 

 115 

The effect of rainfall on dengue risk is more complex. Extreme hydrometeorological events, such as droughts and 116 

heavy rainfall, interact with local living conditions, affecting mosquito infestation and the contact rate between 117 

humans and mosquitoes. Rainfall can increase mosquito density by creating additional larval habitat in rain-filled 118 

containers, particularly in areas with poor or irregular access to the water supply network. However, too much 119 

rain can lead to these larvae being washed away.12 Periods of drought may lead to water supply shortage, 120 

encouraging household improvised water storage for basic washing and cooking, which can have the unintended 121 

consequence of creating additional breeding sites, in turn increasing contact between mosquitoes and humans.13  122 

 123 

In recent years, Brazil has experienced an increased number of severe drought and flooding episodes throughout 124 

its Northeast, Amazon, and Southeast regions. The recent drought in the Northeast region (between 2010 and 125 

2016) was the most intense experienced over the past 30 years. Studies have shown that the percentage of areas 126 

affected by these droughts is increasing with up to 20 million people affected per year.14 The Brazilian Amazon 127 

has experienced several ‘once in a century’ hydrological events within the past decade, with record levels of 128 

flooding in 2009 and 2012, and record levels of drought in 2010.15,16 Both the Northeast and Amazon regions are 129 

home to some of the most vulnerable populations in Brazil where much of the population lack access to water 130 

resources and rely on rainwater or wells.17 Since the austral summer of 2014, Southeast Brazil has experienced 131 
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one of the most severe droughts in decades. This rainfall deficiency generated water shortages and a water crisis 132 

that affected residents and local economies in the metropolitan region of São Paulo.18 In more urbanized areas, 133 

access to the water network has increased in recent decades, but without guaranteeing the continuity, safety, and 134 

quality of water supply for all households connected to distribution networks.19 The interruption of water supply 135 

services can occur due to structural failures in the system, meaning supply is insufficient to meet water demand, 136 

or the occurrence of prolonged droughts that compromise the water sources. These two factors combined force 137 

households to store water in improvised reservoirs or barrels, especially during droughts, creating conditions for 138 

the creation of Aedes mosquitoes.20  139 

 140 

Although several studies have quantified associations between climatic factors and dengue risk, the relationship 141 

and lagged effects of extreme droughts and extremely wet conditions on mosquito-borne disease outbreaks is 142 

poorly understood. The impact of climate variability and climate change on dengue transmission is complex, 143 

nonlinear, and often delayed by several weeks to months, which limits inferences that can be made from traditional 144 

linear modelling methods. A recent study developed a model to quantify the impact of drought on dengue 145 

transmission in the small island developing state of Barbados for the period 1990-2016.21 Drought conditions were 146 

found to positively influence dengue relative risk at long lead-times of three to five months while higher minimum 147 

temperatures and excess rainfall increased the risk at shorter lead times up to three months. Therefore, periods of 148 

drought followed by a combination of warm and wet weather several months later could provide optimum 149 

conditions for imminent dengue outbreaks. In this study, we extend this approach by designing a space-time model 150 

for Brazil to understand the nonlinear and delayed impacts of hydrometeorological extremes across a large and 151 

varied geographical domain. We build upon previous efforts to model the impact of climate and socio-economic 152 

factors in Brazil by coupling spatio-temporal Bayesian hierarchical models6,22 with distributed lag nonlinear 153 

models (DLNM)21,23 to simultaneously describe space-varying, non-linear, and delayed dependencies between 154 

dengue incidence rates and hydrometeorological factors. These exposure-lag-response associations can reveal 155 

how hydrometeorological extremes impact dengue risk in the months leading up to an outbreak. This has 156 

implications for designing early warning systems that consider the cumulative effect of hydrometeorological 157 

variations in the months leading up to the peak season and to be ready to detect out-of-season anomalous events. 158 

In this study we used the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), which is the most prominent standardised index 159 

for monitoring drought and long-term changes in aridity.24 We fit the model to dengue case data across all 558 160 

microregions in Brazil for the period 2001-2019, to identify exposure-lag-response associations between dengue, 161 

temperature variations, extremely wet and extreme drought conditions. We explore scenarios of 162 

hydrometeorological extremes along an urban gradient to understand how extremely wet conditions and extreme 163 

drought may differentially impact dengue risk depending on level of urbanisation and frequency of water supply 164 

shortages.  165 

 166 

Methods 167 

Study area and dengue data 168 

Brazil is now the sixth most populated country in the world with more than 209 million inhabitants. Brazil can be 169 

divided into distinct climatic and ecological zones spanning 8.5 million km2. There are five geo-political regions, 170 

27 states and e 5 570 municipalities organized in 558 microregions, which consist of groups of municipalities 171 
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surrounding a larger city. We obtained monthly notified dengue cases between January 2001 and December 2019 172 

for each of the 558 microregions of Brazil from the Notifiable Diseases Information System (SINAN), freely 173 

available via the Ministry of Health Information Department (DATASUS).25 The Brazilian Ministry of Health 174 

defines the dengue incidence rate (DIR) as the number of new dengue cases per 100 000 residents. To calculate 175 

the DIR for each microregion, we obtained yearly population estimates for microregions between 2001 and 2019 176 

from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) via DATASUS25. Over the 19-year period, dengue 177 

incidence rates have increased, and the dengue transmission zone has expanded further South, into the Central-178 

West region and into the Amazon. Seasonality varies across the country, with the peak transmission season 179 

occurring earlier in the year in the North (e.g., in Amazonas, Fig 1) and later in the year in the Northeast (e.g., in 180 

Ceará, Fig 1). Large nationwide epidemics occurred in 2010, 2013, 2015, 2016 and 2019 (Fig A2).  181 

 182 

Meteorological data 183 

The monthly average daily minimum temperature (Tmin), maximum temperature (Tmax) (°C) and the self-184 

calibrated Palmer drought severity index (PDSI) were obtained from the Climatic Research Unit gridded Time 185 

Series (CRU TS) version 4·04,  for the period January 2000 to December 2019 at a spatial resolution of 0.5° x 186 

0·5° (data for 2000 was extracted to allow for a lag period before the first dengue observation in January 2001). 187 

The gridded datasets were aggregated to each microregion using the ‘exactextractr’ R package,27 by taking the 188 

mean of grid boxes lying within each polygon. Grid boxes that were partially covered by the polygon were 189 

weighted by the percentage that lay within the polygon. The PDSI is one of the most widely used measures of 190 

meteorological drought, giving a measure of dryness in a region relative to 'normal' conditions. PDSI is calculated 191 

using moisture levels of the soil, expected evapotranspiration rate (the amount of evaporation from soil that would 192 

occur if sufficient water levels were available, based on average daily temperature and length of days in the month) 193 

and precipitation.28,29 We used the self-calibrating PDSI, which provides a more spatially comparable index by 194 

calibrating a different 'normal' condition for each location.30 The index ranges from -10 (very dry) to + 10 (very 195 

wet), with values below -4 or above +4 considered ‘extreme’. Brazil has experienced extreme and prolonged 196 

drought in several states located in the north (Amazon) and northeast region, particularly since 2010 (Fig A3). 197 

Minimum temperature differs greatly across the country with the tropical North experiencing consistently high 198 

temperatures, able to support year-round virus transmission, whereas the temperate South experiences cold 199 

winters sometimes not able to sustain adult vector populations (Fig A4).   200 

 201 

Urbanisation and access to water  202 

To test if hydrometeorological-dengue associations vary according level of urbanisation and access to water 203 

supply services, we obtained data on the percentage of residents living in urban areas and with access to the piped 204 

water network from the 2010 census, from DATASUS25. Poor sanitation conditions, including limited access to 205 

water supply, can encourage mosquito breeding through use of improvised water storage containers. Accordingly, 206 

dengue risk is expected to increase as sanitation conditions deteriorate. However, at the microregion level, the 207 

proportion of residents living in urban areas (Fig 2a) is positively correlated with the proportion of residents with 208 

access to the piped water network (Fig 2b). Therefore, at this level of aggregation, the water access variable is not 209 

useful due to collinearity the level of urbanisation (Pearson correlation coefficient r = ·73, p = < ·001). While 210 

improved services that accompany increased levels of urbanisation may reduce dengue risk, the proportion of the 211 
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population residing in urban areas is expected to increase dengue risk, as urban areas are ideal environments for 212 

mosquitoes and many people living in close proximity create a human virus reservoir. The quality and reliability 213 

of water supply services is difficult to measure. One way is to monitor supply system failures and interruptions, 214 

reported annually by service providers in the National Sanitation Information System.31 For this study, the number 215 

of reported interruptions in water supply per municipality between 2000 and 2016 was divided by the number of 216 

years and municipalities for each microregion, to obtain the frequency of interruptions, ranging from 0 to 1. This 217 

variable has a weak positive correlation with urbanisation (r = ·13, p = ·002). Note, some microregions with the 218 

highest levels of access to the water network also experience the highest frequency of water supply shortages, for 219 

example, in urbanised areas in the South East (Fig 2c and Fig A5).  220 

 221 

Modelling approach 222 

We specified a spatio-temporal hierarchical model where the response consists of monthly counts of notified 223 

dengue cases for all 558 Brazilian microregions over 19 years, from January 2001 to December 2019.6 A negative 224 

binomial distribution was assumed to account for potential overdispersion in dengue case counts. Spatio-temporal 225 

random effects were included to account for unobserved and unmeasured sources of variation and spatial and 226 

temporal dependency structures. We included DLNMs to account for exposure-lag response associations between 227 

dengue relative risk, temperature variations, and the drought severity index.21,23 We tested a linear interaction 228 

between the drought severity index DLNM and level of urbanisation. The model parameters were estimated in a 229 

Bayesian framework using integrated nested Laplace approximations in R (R-INLA)32,33 (see Appendix for model 230 

specification). 231 

 232 

We constructed a baseline model comprising state-level monthly autocorrelated random effects, to account for 233 

seasonality, and year-specific microregion-level spatial random effects to allow for interannual variability in 234 

unknown and unmeasured factors (e.g., health care and vector control disparities) and dependency structures (i.e., 235 

human mobility) between microregions (see Appendix for details). DLNMs were then used to explore possible 236 

nonlinear and delayed associations between dengue incidence rates, temperature (minimum and maximum) and 237 

the Palmer drought severity index from zero to six months.  238 

 239 

We assessed the impact of hydrometeorological extremes on underlying socio-economic conditions by including 240 

a linear interaction between the drought severity index DLNM, and a continuous variable of the percentage of 241 

residents living in urban areas.34 To understand variations in dengue risk under different hydrometeorological 242 

extreme scenarios along an urban gradient, we centred the urbanisation variable at different points: high (upper 243 

quartile = 87%), intermediate (median = 73%) and low (lower quartile = 58%) levels of urbanisation. We also 244 

tested a linear interaction between the drought severity index DLNM and the frequency of water supply shortages 245 

variable. We centred this variable at high (upper quartile = 0·53), intermediate (median = 0·33) and low (lower 246 

quartile = 0·16) frequency levels (see Appendix for details).   247 

 248 

The final model was selected by comparing models of increasing complexity, in terms of input variables and 249 

model structure, to the baseline model. We calculated goodness of fit measures, including the deviance 250 

information criterion (DIC),35 which balances model accuracy against complexity, by penalising for the number 251 
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of effective parameters in model, and the mean cross-validated (CV) log score,36 which measures the predictive 252 

power of the model when leaving out one datapoint at a time. For both the DIC and log score, smaller values 253 

indicate better fitting models. We calculated the difference in mean absolute error (MAE) between the baseline 254 

model and the selected model,37 to identify the proportion of microregion for which a more complex, data-driven 255 

model improved model fit. We also performed cross-validation, by refitting the selected model 19 x 12 times, 256 

excluding a month per year from the fitting process each time and compared observations to out-of-sample 257 

posterior predictive distributions for each state between Jan 2001 – Dec 2019.  258 

 259 

Role of the funding sources 260 

The sponsors of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing 261 

of the report. The corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for 262 

the decision to submit for publication.  263 

 264 

Results 265 

Model selection 266 

The dataset included 12 895 293 reported dengue cases between 2001-2019 in 558 microregions in Brazil (Fig. 267 

1). To select the best fitting models, we included state-level monthly random effects, to account for varying 268 

seasonality between area (e.g., Amazonas and Pernambuco, Fig A6), and year-specific microregion-level spatial 269 

random effects to account for unexplained interannual spatial variability per year (Fig A7). We then included 270 

exposure-lag-response functions (DLNMs) for Tmin, Tmax and PDSI, lagged zero to six months. The inclusion 271 

of both Tmin and PDSI as DLNMs (drought severity model) resulted in the greatest reduction in DIC and mean 272 

logarithmic score compared to the baseline model (see Table A1). We then tested a linear interaction between the 273 

drought severity index DLNM and the continuous ‘urbanisation’ variable (drought severity - urban model). This 274 

model resulted in an improvement of the model fit compared to the drought severity model, with a reduction in 275 

DIC despite the inclusion of 13 additional terms, comprising the additional cross-basis variables and the 276 

urbanisation variable as a fixed effect (Table A1, see Appendix for details). We fitted the drought severity - urban 277 

model three times, centring the urbanisation variable at three points along an urban gradient ranging from highly 278 

urbanised (upper quartile) to more rural (lower quartile, see Appendix for details). We also tested a linear 279 

interaction between the drought severity index DLNM and the continuous ‘water supply shortage frequency’ 280 

variable (drought severity - water model), centred at three points ranging from high frequency (upper quartile) to 281 

low frequency (lower quartile). The inclusion of the water supply shortage interaction resulted in an improvement 282 

in model fit, similar to the drought severity – urban model (Table A1).  283 

 284 

The MAE of the drought severity - urban model was smaller than the MAE using the baseline model for 409 of 285 

the 558 (73%) microregions (see Fig A8), suggesting the selected model improved the model fit above the baseline 286 

in these areas. When stratifying the added value by geo-political region, the drought severity – urban model 287 

performed best in the Southeast (84% of microregions with improved model fit) and South (80% of microregions 288 

with improved model fit) regions (Table A2). In the microregions for which the baseline model fits better than 289 

the drought severity models, other unexplained factors likely dominate space-time dynamics in those areas. 290 

 291 
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Yearly summaries of ‘out-of-sample’ posterior predictive median estimates of the dengue incidence rate, 292 

simulated from the drought severity - urban model fitted in ‘leave one month out’ cross validation mode, are 293 

shown in Figure A9.  The model correctly identified widespread outbreaks in 2010, 2013, 2015-2016 and 2019 294 

as well as years of low incidence, for example in 2014 and 2017 (see observed values in Fig A2). Overall, the 295 

model successfully distinguished interannual variability in the dengue incidence rate between states (Fig A10). 296 

One notable exception was the estimate of an unobserved dengue peak in Acre in 2014.  297 

 298 

Hydrometeorological extremes and dengue risk 299 

Temperature-dengue associations 300 

Figure 3a shows a contour plot of the exposure–lag–response association between Tmin and dengue, relative to 301 

the overall mean Tmin of 19 °C for lags zero to six months. Figure 3b shows dengue lag–response association for 302 

different temperature scenarios relative to the baseline of 19°C.  The greater the value of Tmin, the greater the 303 

relative risk of dengue, with maximum values found with a lag of two - four months. The relative risk of dengue 304 

gradually increases with rising Tmin above the mean and is greatest at the maximum Tmin value of 25·5 °C (Fig 305 

A11). Note, the inclusion of Tmin and PDSI resulted in improved model adequacy statistics compared to using 306 

Tmax (see Table A1) and was used for further model exploration with drought severity and socio-economic 307 

interactions.  308 

 309 

Drought severity-dengue associations 310 

Variations in dengue relative risk for different drought severity index exposures and time lags, relative to normal 311 

conditions (PDSI = 0), are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the relationship averaged across all Brazilian 312 

microregions (using the drought severity model, with no interactions). Figure 4b shows the relationship for a high 313 

level of urbanisation (upper quartile = 87% of the population reside in urban areas) and Figure 4c shows the 314 

relationship for a low level of urbanisation (using the drought severity - urban model). Output from the drought 315 

severity model (with no interactions) can be interpreted as the average effect across the whole of Brazil whilst the 316 

drought severity - urban model distinguishes the average effect along an urban gradient, depending on the value 317 

at which the urbanisation value is centred. Figure 5 shows lag-response associations for two extreme 318 

hydrometeorological scenarios: extreme drought (PDSI = -7) and exceptionally wet (PDSI = 7) conditions relative 319 

to the baseline (PDSI = 0) at lags between zero and six months for a high level of urbanisation (Fig 5a) and a low 320 

level of urbanisation (Fig 5b). The maximum relative risk and associated time lags for both dry and wet conditions 321 

are reported in Table 1. Overall, the relative risk of dengue is enhanced in the same month and up to three months 322 

after extremely wet conditions, but a secondary peak in relative risk was also found between three and five months 323 

after extreme drought conditions (Fig 4a). The drought-dengue association estimated from both the drought 324 

severity model and the drought severity - urban model was greatest at a lag of four months (Table 1). The greater 325 

the level of urbanisation, the higher the relative risk of dengue following extreme drought, with a relative risk of 326 

1·6 (95% CI: 1·33, 1·92; Table 1, Fig 4b, Fig. 5a). The relative risk of extremely wet conditions was greater and 327 

more immediate at lower levels of urbanisation with a relative risk of 1·77 (95% CI: 1·32, 2·37; Table 1, Fig 4c, 328 

Fig 5b). We also found an increased relative risk of dengue following drought given a high frequency of water 329 

supply shortages compared to a lower frequency of water supply shortages (Fig A12, Fig A13 and Table A3). 330 

 331 

Discussion 332 
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By combining state-of-the-art statistical modelling approaches, we performed a space-time modelling analysis to 333 

describe the delayed and nonlinear effects of extremely wet and extreme drought conditions on dengue risk across 334 

Brazil, an area of 8·5 million km2, spanning six different biomes. To our knowledge, this is one of the most 335 

comprehensive assessments of the impacts of drought on dengue risk across a large gradient of climate and 336 

urbanisation conditions. We explored how hydrometeorological events may interact with underlying socio-337 

economic characteristics and human behaviour to determine the risk of dengue outbreaks.  Extreme drought 338 

conditions were found to positively influence dengue relative risk at lead-times between three to five months 339 

while extremely wet conditions increased the risk at shorter lead times up to three months. While the relative risk 340 

of dengue was greatest during extremely wet conditions in more rural areas, the effect of extreme drought was 341 

exacerbated in highly urbanised areas, as well as areas experiencing a higher frequency of water supply shortages.  342 

 343 

The effects of hydrometeorological events on dengue transmission depend on the local social-ecological 344 

conditions that determine the types of larval habitat available in the environment, as well as household water 345 

supply and storage practices. Some studies have shown that rainfall shortages can increase dengue risk in regions 346 

where people store water.12,13,38 The 3-5 month delay between drought events and increased dengue risk observed 347 

here may arise from the gradual change in human behaviour in response to drought, which can lead to households 348 

taking measures to store water in improvised containers around the home as they become aware of water scarcity. 349 

Changes in water storage practices can increase the availability of larval habitat for Ae. aegypti, whose eggs have 350 

been found to survive a 120 day dry period.39 The presence of additional mosquito breeding sites may also affect 351 

surrounding households regardless of water storage practices, reinforcing the importance of considering 352 

contextual socio-economic factors when modelling climate-dengue associations.  353 

 354 

Following a rainfall event, the availability of larval habitat increases (e.g., rain-filled abandoned containers, plastic 355 

waste, etc), and within a relatively short period of time eggs hatch and adult mosquito populations grow 356 

(depending on ambient temperatures). The risk of dengue transmission then increases several weeks later, a lag 357 

associated with the intrinsic and extrinsic viral incubation periods.40 In more rural areas, we observed an 358 

immediate increase in the relative risk of dengue during extremely wet conditions, compared to normal conditions, 359 

which persists for 2-3 months. At short time frames (i.e. within a month), heavy rainfall could temporarily 360 

decrease the risk of dengue due to flushing of water container out in the open.41 However, the relative availability 361 

of indoor vs outdoor breeding containers is likely to strongly affect the potential impact of flushing. We do see a 362 

slight dip in the increased dengue relative risk for recent extremely wet conditions in highly urbanised areas 363 

(Figure 5a), which may be subjected to more outdoor breeding sites, such as discarded waste. However, we were 364 

unable to characterise this in more detail due to unavailability of data on vector habitat at this scale and over the 365 

time period. 366 

 367 

This study supports findings from a previous study in Barbados that showed an increase in dengue risk following 368 

drought at longer lead times (3-5 months) and following extremely wet conditions at shorter lead times (up to 3 369 

months).21 This work builds upon the time series approach developed by Lowe et al.21 by imbedding DLNM 370 

methodology in a Bayesian space-time model framework, while simultaneously accounting for spatial 371 

heterogeneity and autocorrelation. The models used here were developed using an extensive open-access database 372 
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of over 12 million reported dengue cases, applied over a vast and varied geographical domain. This study provides 373 

additional and robust evidence on the potential delayed impacts of drought on dengue risk over a large gradient 374 

of climate conditions and urbanisation. This work also advances previous efforts to model space-time dynamics 375 

of dengue in Brazil and provide dengue early warnings by allowing the model to consider delayed and nonlinear 376 

climatic exposures, interacted with underlying socio-economic conditions. This study provides additional 377 

evidence to motivate the incorporation of drought monitoring and seasonal climate forecasts in vector surveillance 378 

and dengue early warning systems, to effectively intervene and engage at the community level not only during 379 

the wet and rainy seasons but also during anomalous drought conditions. The use of pre-defined climatic 380 

indicators, such as the sc-PDSI, can enhance our capacity to predict the timing and intensity of dengue outbreaks.  381 

 382 

Despite these scientific advances, several limitations exist. Working at the national scale has advantages for 383 

exploring the hydrometeorological impacts of dengue risk across a wide range of climatic and socio-economic 384 

conditions but this comes at the cost of an imperfect outcome variable. Dengue case data is based on Brazil’s 385 

passive surveillance system, which means that patients with mild or asymptomatic infections, thought to be the 386 

majority of dengue cases,42 may be missed. In addition to this, only a small proportion of notified cases are 387 

laboratory confirmed (ranging from 10% in the Northeast to 30% in the South), although this may be even lower 388 

during epidemics.43 One study estimated that only around 1 in 40 dengue cases were identified in Brazil during a 389 

period of low transmission.44 Lack of laboratory confirmation also increases risk of misclassification, particularly 390 

since 2016 with the widespread circulation of Zika and chikungunya, which are spread by the same vector and 391 

often have similar symptoms to dengue. Further, cross-protection may have suppressed incidence of dengue in 392 

2017 following the 2015-2016 Zika epidemic.45 The dengue case data or population offset are not stratified by 393 

age group or serotype. Unequal population growth rates across the country, due to increased birth rate and internal 394 

migration, as well as previous dengue or Zika infection, may impact the overall susceptibility, either as a protective 395 

factor or increasing disease severity.46 A lack of access to data on serotype and seroprevalence studies limits our 396 

ability to account for immunity other than via the year-specific spatial random effects, which account for 397 

unmeasured interannual spatial heterogeneity and dependencies between microregions. The formulation of the 398 

spatial component of the model assumes connectivity exists between neighbouring regions in Brazil. Microregions 399 

located along the inland border have neighbours in bordering countries, which are not accounted for in the 400 

neighborhood matrix. In reality, the movement of people, goods and services between large metropolises in Brazil 401 

creates an urban network connecting distant regions.47 Human mobility has been shown to influence the spread 402 

of dengue.48 We plan to improve the representation of spatial connectivity in future iterations of the model using 403 

the hierarchical urban network, combined with transport and mobility data.  404 

 405 

Whilst we tested the hypothesis of an association between dengue relative risk and hydrometeorological extremes 406 

along an urban gradient and in relation to water supply shortages, we acknowledge these indicators are crude and 407 

and may oversimplify the many other factors that engender specific landscape characteristics that determine 408 

dengue transmission potential. The proportion of the population residing in urban areas is a static variable, 409 

obtained from the 2010 census and is likely to have changed in the last decade.  The water supply shortage variable 410 

depends on water service providers declaring water system failures to the National Sanitation Information System 411 

and is subject to reporting error. However, this variable gives an indication of where piped water is not reliable 412 
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and alternative sources must be used. For example, the southeast region was affected by a severe drought between 413 

2014 and 2016. Although this region has good access to the water supply system, lowering of waterbody level led 414 

to water supply shortages in many urban areas, including São Paulo. This resulted in households storing water in 415 

improvised indoor reservoirs leading to an unprecedented dengue outbreak in the city in 2015.49 There could be 416 

bias towards increased reporting of dengue cases in urban areas (i.e. better access to healthcare facilities). Further, 417 

we did not have access to data on vector density or vector surveillance at the scale of this study to formally assess 418 

the exposure-lag-response associations between hydrometeorological extremes and the vectors themselves. This 419 

limits the conclusions we draw related to the role of vectors as mediators between hydrometeorological extremes 420 

and dengue risk. To make this work useful for developing prevention strategies, alternative finer scale studies are 421 

needed to detect basic hygiene disparities within urban areas and to assess interventions at a community level, 422 

which may include improved water storage care where piped water is unavailable or the supply is irregular.20 423 

 424 

Despite these limitations, this research provides an indicative lead-time to carry out mosquito control activities 425 

and prepare health facilities for an increase in dengue cases following extreme hydrometeorological events. This 426 

work also highlights that extreme climatic events can impact regions differently depending on the socioeconomic 427 

conditions. This work highlights the importance of supporting local communities to prevent dengue outbreaks, by 428 

providing alternative water storage options and increasing the reliability of water supply, particularly in areas in 429 

which the frequency of water supply failures in unacceptably high. Monitoring and forecasting the occurrence, 430 

intensity, and evolution of hydrometeorological extreme events will be critical for public health agencies in their 431 

efforts to prepare, mitigate, and manage responses to epidemics of dengue and other climate-sensitive diseases. 432 

The advantage of our approach is the ability to capture cumulative and combined effects of anomalous climate 433 

conditions in the months leading up to a dengue epidemic. Our study shows that both extremely dry and wet 434 

conditions can increase dengue relative risk at different lead times. This provides stakeholders with usable 435 

timelines for planning and targeting mosquito control activities in poorly serviced areas, not only during the wet 436 

and warm season but also during and following periods of drought.  437 
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Table 1. Relative risk of dengue for hydrometeorological extremes along an urban gradient  564 

Relative risk (RR) of dengue compared to normal conditions (PDSI = 0) (i) overall (i.e. from the drought severity 565 

model without interactions) and for (ii) high levels of urbanisation (upper quartile % of residents living in urban 566 

areas = 87%), (iii) intermediate levels of urbanisation (median of % of residents living in urban areas = 73%) and 567 

(iv) low levels of urbanisation (lower quartile of % of residents living in urban areas = 58%) , from the drought 568 

severity - urban interaction model. The PDSI, lag (in months) and RR (and 95% confidence interval, CI) at the 569 

maximum are reported for both wet (PDSI > 0) and dry conditions (PDSI <= 0).   570 

 571 

Figure 1: Spatial and temporal variation in dengue incidence rates for Brazilian states 572 

Annual cycle of dengue incidence rate (DIR) per 100,000 inhabitants from Jan 2001 – Dec 2019 aggregated at 573 

the state level in Brazil (note log10 scale). Note, states are ordered by their geographical location. 574 

 575 

Figure 2: Distribution of urban areas and relationship with access to the water network and frequency of 576 

water shortages 577 

(a) Percentage (%) of residents per microregion living in urban areas, (b) % of residents per microregion with 578 

access to the piped water network against % of residents living in urban areas, and (c) frequency of water 579 

shortages per microregion against % of residents living in urban areas, stratified by geo-political region.  580 

  581 

Fig 3. Dengue lag-response for different temperature scenarios  582 

(a) Contour plot of the exposure–lag–response association between Minimum temperature and dengue, relative 583 

to the overall mean minimum temperature (Tmin = 19 °C). The deeper the shade of purple, the greater the increase 584 

in relative risk of dengue compared to the average minimum temperature (Tmin = 19 °C). The deeper the shade 585 

of green, the greater the decrease in relative risk of dengue compared to the average minimum temperature. (b) 586 

Dengue lag–response association for cool (Tmin = 15 °C) warmer (Tmin = 21 °C) and warmest (Tmin = 25 °C) 587 

minimum temperatures relative to the overall mean minimum temperature (Tmin = 19 °C). Results are for the 588 

drought-severity model (with no interactions). 589 

 590 

Fig 4. Relative risk of dengue given the drought severity index at different time lags overall, and for high 591 

and low levels of urbanisation 592 

Contour plots of the exposure–lag–response association between the Palmer drought severity index (PDSI) and 593 

dengue, relative to neutral conditions (PDSI = 0) (a) overall using the drought severity model (with no 594 

interactions), and for (b) high levels of urbanisation (upper quartile % of residents living in urban areas = 87%) 595 

and (c) low levels of urbanisation (lower quartile of % of residents living in urban areas = 58%) using the drought 596 

severity - urban interaction model. The index ranges from -10 (very dry) to + 10 (very wet), with values below -597 

4 or above +4 considered ‘extreme’. The deeper the shade of purple the greater the increase in relative risk of 598 

dengue compared to normal conditions (PDSI = 0). The deeper the shade of green the greater the decrease in 599 

relative risk of dengue compared to normal conditions. 600 

 601 

Fig 5. Dengue lag-response association for extreme hydrometeorological scenarios, given high and low 602 

levels of urbanisation 603 
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Lag–response association for extreme values of the Palmer drought severity index: exceptionally wet (PDSI = 7, 604 

green curve) and extreme drought (PDSI = -7, brown curve) conditions relative to the baseline (PDSI = 0) at lags 605 

between zero and six months for (a) high levels of urbanisation (upper quartile of % of residents living in urban 606 

areas =  87%) and (b) low levels of urbanisation (lower quartile of % of residents living in urban areas = 58%). 607 

Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 608 


